
ANTJE DAMM The Author & Illustrator 

Antje Damm, born in Wiesbaden in 1965, 

studied Architecture in Wiesbaden and lives 

near Gießen with her husband and their four 

daughters. One senses her strong bond to 

children and their way of thinking in all of 

her books. Her question book Ask me! has 

already seen ten editions and has been 

translated into 14 languages. 

Ask me! 

118 questions to start a conversation 

Ask a question. 

Start a conversation. 

Stregthen a relationship. 

Here are more than 100 questions, accompanied by rich and varied images that are desig-

ned to stimulate conversation between parents and children. The questions are provocative, 

the images sometimes startling, sometimes beautiful, and always mesmerizing. This little 

book deserves a place on every family's bookshelf.  

Reading the questions, and looking at the pictures, each child will have different answers to 

give, and things to ask. “It is hard to imagine better language promotion and boost of under-

standing”, the Stuttgarter Zeitung judged this collection of questions. In kindergartens, ele-

mentary schools—but also when 

working with elderly persons—the 

book has become a classic. 
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REVIEWS 

“Innovative and thought-prompting, this is a 

work of true distinction.” - The School Librari-

an 

“Parents will find the book excitingly open-

ended, while children are simultaneously 

challenged and charmed.” - Time Out 

“This is a deceptively simple book which is 

an absolute treasure.” - Bookseller 

A super book for practitioners and parents to 

share, even if you only look at and talk about 

the interesting photos, pictures and images 

that correlate with each question - they are 

marvels in themselves.” - Early Years Educa-

tor 

 


